A community of runners helping runners
Set a goal, chart your progress and get help
along the way! Start at eachcoach.com/goal
coach me if you ran

how do you maintain your fitness in winter?

Janet Adams
Running on the
treadmill, skiing
and getting out
for my run.
Karin Adande I
do high intensity intervals on a
manual treadmill.
Erika Aguilar
I dress warmer
and run faster. It
helps!
Christine Allan
Spinning to compensate for the
days I miss outside due to atrocious weather.
Mark Amurao
Trying to hydrate.
Audrey Amzallag Having got my
husband recently
into running, I will
be able to share
my love for running with the man
I love.
Cathy Andrews
I ski and bought
snow shoes.
Debbie Armstrong The bike
goes inside on the
trainer. Running
continues outside
all winter.
Brock Armstrong I like to
do the things
I avoid during
the race season,
like muscle gain
protocols and
vanity projects
(pecs, delts and
calves).
Paul Asselin All
about the correct
layers and enjoying the fresh air.
Lauren Atkinson
Dressing warm in
layers!
Louise Atkinson
Clark When it’s
very cold, it is an
incredibly good
feeling afterwards.
Jessica Bailey
Signed up for a
MEC 10K!
Emilia Barbiero
The cold air
means I can run
faster and longer,
and getting out
there relieves the
tedium of winter.
Bill Barker Put
duct tape on the
inside of your
running shoes to
block the mesh
vents and keep
out the cold.
Peter Beattie
Light weight
training in my
home gym (aka
living room).
Valerie
Beauchesne
Change my running times to
later in the day
when it’s slightly
warmer.
Marcel Beaudoin Grabbed
some winter running gear so that
I can continue run
commuting to and

from work.
Alan Bentley
Skiing and snowboarding and
running the escarpment stairs in
Hamilton.
Harold Berger
Run when weath-

out and run my
scheduled three
days, even though
the weather is
colder.
Mike Brush I add
in snow shoeing,
and cross country
skiing and down-

up for a race. It
keeps me motivated when I’d
rather be in bed
or cuddled up in
front of the fireplace.
Debbie Cass
Lane swimming,

Patty Scott I make friends with my
treadmill every winter. But I also enjoy
just going out. It makes me feel badass.
er allows outside.
Back to the treadmill and elliptical
machines at the
gym.
Aly Bird “Every
mile run in the
winter makes a
stronger mile in
the summer.” I
repeat that to
myself from November to April.
Stephen Bogardo 40K of running
per week until
training begins
early next month
for the Boston
Marathon in April.
Islay Bogardo
Signed up for a
spring marathon,
the Pigs Fly in
Cincinnati. Who
wouldn’t want to
run a race with
that name!
Pamela Bottos
Winter running
is tough. Which
only makes you
tougher.
Tammy Bozzard
Love running in
cooler temperatures.
Alison Bradshaw More roads
than trails, a little
more cross training, but still fourruns per week.
Michael Brennan I resumed
pickup hockey for
the winter, my
secret training for
running.
Esther Bresland
I run 10K four
days a week with
my 3-year-old.
Ashley Brown
There’s no bad
weather, just bad
clothing choices!
Scott Brown
When I can’t run,
I use an ElliptiGo,
which is an Elliptical bicycle.
Rita Brown I have
continued to get

hill skiing just for
the fun of it.
Nadia Burelli By
running on my
treadmill at 5 a.m.
(while the kids
are sleeping).
Daniel Burke I
go to the gym and
work on full body
strength workouts and using
cardio machines.
Jennifer Burt I
have my best
friend, my mom,
to keep me motivated.
Glenn Burton
Properly dressing for the cold
weather, manage
heat and perspiration, warming
up ... and proper
cool-down after
my runs.
Mary Butcher
Bundle up and run
with a group.
Benjamin Butty
Pretend like your
in the army and
wearing heavy
gear.
Joseph Camilleri
I usually wear a
long sleeve running shirt and
long running
pants, a hat and
light gloves.
Joel Campbell
I’ve been running the 11-story
stairwell in my office on the colder
days.
Marie Cannon
Bundle up and run
really fast so I can
get back inside.
Deb Cape I think
about my running
vacation in warmer temperatures
and it gets me out
the door.
Giselle Carlson I
spend the winter
months spinning
to maintain my
cardio fitness.
Kaella Carr Sign

cycling on a trainer, occasionally
cycling outdoors
and taking an extra fitness class.
Andrew Chak
I remind myself
that a welltrained winter
turns into a faster
spring!
Harold Childs
Training for the
Ottawa Marathon
in May.
Richard Chipman Try a track.
I thought running around and
around would
drive me crazy,
but if you get to
know the people
it’s not so bad.
Ling Chu I continue to do the
speed work, the
tempo run and
the long run every
week.

plete a triathlon
next year.
Leanne Cooper
The stars are brilliant at 4 a.m.,
and when the sky
begins to lighten
hours later, I find
myself in a place
of strength and
peace. The run,
no matter what
mother nature
throws at you, is
always worth it!
Carla Cote Alternating in-door
treadmill running
with outside
run or walks.
Maintain in-door
weight routine
to strengthen my
core.
Wayne Coulson
Move indoors.
Leigh Couture
Running with
friends.
Will Crichton
Pool swimming,
outdoor running
when the weather
permits and lots
of time on the
bike trainer.
Ainsley Dacres I
spend more time
at the gym and
doing cardio programs.
Chantal Dagostino By putting on
my running shoes
and by putting my
best winter running jacket and
favourite winter
mitts.
Christa Davidson All outdoor
running ... ALL
THE TIME!
Kat Davidson
I run a little
bit later in the
morning on weekends.
Annabelle DeGouveia Maintaining fitness
and strength

curl three times a
week and down
hill ski in the winter months.
Vanessa DiBattista Head to the
gym when it’s too
treacherous to
run.
David Dixon
Playing hockey
and on the weekends snow shoe.
Simona Dobreva
Running the Fall
Classic Half as
a way to stay on
track and stay
outside.
Jodi Dodge I try
to continue to run
outdoors twice a
week, indoor cycling twice a week
and swim twice
weekly.
Greg Doherty
The distances
stay the same,
it is the temperature that changes...
Elaine Domsy
Cousins Winter
running on a still
and starry snowy
night is pure
white magic!
Marc Dowdell I
sprang for a gym
membership.
Michael Drukarsh A winter
run is awesome
if you’ve got the
right gear!
Patricia Dudar I
shall be running
outside wearing
my great Asics
tights with pockets so I can put
my hat in case it is
too warm. I shall
be cross country
skiing.
Linda Duguay I
have two dogs!
Lori Duke Swim,
run, cross country
ski, snowshoe and
weights!

Pnina Teitelbaum I run outside all
winter and have even convinced some
friends to join me.
Tennille Colwell
Registering for at
least one organized run.
Ivan Contramaestre Managing to x-train
with swimming
and yoga in the
schedule. The
goal is to com-

gear of the week

before Boston
training kicks in
next month!
Liz Desjardins
My running partner is my husband
so we motivate
each other to
keep going!
Deborah
deTremaudan I

Sonia Dureau
Training each day.
Olivier Dyason
I end up running
just a bit faster
just to stay warm!
Mark Edwards
I keep running,
usually waiting
until late morning
or early afternoon

when it is warmest.
Joseph Emas
Run with great
friends!
Jessica Faulkner
I plan on training
outdoors all winter. I just need to
get the gear!
Lori Fernandes
My canine companion keeps a
smile on my face
the whole run!!
Carmen Figueroa Adapting to
the elements and
trying to keep
the intensity
(because often it
isn’t possible to
run as fast on the
snow).
Katie Fisher I’ve
taken my training
in doors, and am
continuing to rack

Tina Garstad By
sticking to a training plan no matter the weather.
Jules Gianneschi One run per
month the whole
year!
Gail Gibbs I walk
my dog each
morning and
evening and try to
log 6,000 steps at
work each workday.
Angie Gordon I
manage to force
myself to bundle
up and head outdoors for a five to
seven miler before I go to work.
Sean Graham
Will sign up for
ATB to keep my
winter motivation
high.
David Gra-

I depend on my
group to motivate
me. I know they
expect the same
from me.
Fernando
Heleno I usually
start a countdown
calendar on Dec
1 starting at 100
days and try to
get at least 50
of those days
checked off.
Sarah Herbert
Saucony UltiMitts
and half-zips are
my fave!
JP Hernandez As
a runner who runs
for charity, I feel
I would be letting
people down if I
didn’t put in the
work.
Claire Heslop
The weather cooling off has been

Kathi Wilson Keeping fit the “Canadian
Way” ... playing hockey, curling and
coaching curling and hockey!
up the miles and
ratchet my speed!
Don Flaig I
depend on my
triathlon group at
the YMCA.
Charlotte
Flewelling I’ve
been the only person outside with
snow plows some
days walking
downtown!
Ingrid Flikkema
I enjoy long trail
walks after a
fresh snowfall,
skating at the
downtown outdoor rink or skiing.
Natalie Fraser
I get my winter
running done by
getting friends to
run with me then
meeting for a hot
coffee after!
Patricia Freedman Speed walk
everyday.
Marisa Freedman I run regularly and continue
with my outdoor
boot camp. Not
easy, but fun in
the snow!
Tosha Freitag I
drive to locations
where it’s safer to
do road runs.
Lila G I’ve taken
up boxing and
switched to group
running!

natstein Bought
some cold weather gear.
Michelle
Grayney I walk
on my treadmill
and peddle on my
exercise bike.
Wendy Greenfield I run with
a great group of
people.
Catherie
Grijzenhout I do
an indoor boot
camp as well as
use free weights
at home.
K. Grosskleg I
run outside all
winter long. With
the right gear
(from MEC) I stay
warm and cozy!
Rose Guido
Workout DVDS
and workout inside.
Chris Harding
There’s no bad
weather, just bad
clothing choices.
Russ Harper
I always enter
some insanely
bold challenge
which motivates
me to train hard
all winter.
Kathleen Hay I
like to maintain a
balance: strength,
spinning, nutrition and, of
course, running.
Lindsey Hayden

Each week, we pair a member with a new piece of clothing.
Alexander Rybolov, 39, is an engineer and triathlete based in Vancouver. He
trains throughout the winter as his next event, Ironman Canada, is in July. “I’m
adding more strength sessions, more swimming sessions at the pool, treadmill
runs during run days and outside runs and bike rides during good weather
days,” says Rybolov, who became a triathlete in 2012. To help him on his outdoor
workouts, Mountain Equipment Co-op is outfitting Rybolov with a prize pack of
his choice of winter gear. Choosing from a package of tights, running gloves,
long-sleeved base layers, head bands and arm sleeves, the clothing, which
eschews cotton for synthetic fabrics such as polyester and nylon, should help
him keep fit for his summertime start line. Rybolov, who began his sporting life
because, he says, “I decided to live a healthy life,” is a year-round athlete and
has some advice for other runners who want to follow in his footsteps. “Keep it
consistent,” he says. “Better to make a session short than to cancel the session
and another big tip would be to listen to your body and do not over train.”

awesome for
speeding up my
intervals and long
runs!
Mark Heung I’ll
join an indoor
sports team, like
soccer or ball
hockey, plus I’ve
been a short track
speedskater for
many years.
Joseph Hewitt I
have maintained
a workout log for
over 35 years.
Divine Hope It
gets very cold
but it’s worth it to
sweat like summer.
Eva Houle Two
weeks, running in
the dark at 5 a.m.
Nicole Husain
Staying fit in
winter means
more treadmill
running when it’s
icy. I actually love
the crispness of
a winter run, but
at the moment
none of my gear
fits since having a baby three
months ago ...
more motivation I
guess!
Trish Huston
I add all of my
winter layers, including headband
and gloves before
heading out in the
cold winter chill!

Wendy Hyer I
run anywhere: at
the ski hill before
skiing all day, in
Vancouver even
though it is usually raining and in
Penticton, where
I live.
Debbie Hymers
It is so easy to
NOT run these
months, but if
you have a race
booked, get it
done!
Xavier Icardo
Snow, wind, rain,
even slush wont
stop me: no cabin
fever for me this
winter (again!)
Nina Ivanoff
Layer up, windproof jacket, hat,
runners with my
awesome grips
that my husband
brought me! I
used the ones
from Costco and
went through six
pairs last winter.
Andrew Jacobs
Racquetball,
squash and swimming! Cross country skiing is also a
lot of fun!
Eric Jacques I
have realized that
I can step up my
game and train a
bit harder. I have
been surprised
at how long I can
sustain a higherlevel effort now.
Amanda Jarvis
I invest in winter
clothing in the
spring when it’s
on sale to run
through those
cold days!
Jocelyn Jay I
swim and will
check out the
indoor track and
treadmill.
Gitte Jensen I
have updated my
workout clothes
to stay warm in
the new season.
Darrell Johnson
In the winter
months, I just
keep running.
Like, what are my
choices?!
Aleks Johnston
Run the Calgary
Road Runners
winter CrossCountry race
series.
Sarah Jordan
I get outside as
often as I can to
get some fresh air
and vitamin D.
Peter Kalbfleisch Winter
running helps
you understand
running better.
Because running
isn’t a perfect
experience.
Irene Kao Just
bought a Fitbit
and created a
Fitbit profile
and have Fitbit
friends.
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questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

